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http://peac-aepc.ca/english/resources/webinars.php
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Programs completing a review in 2018 have been previously notified of these 
changes. 
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Why?

PEAC reviewed feedback from programs, PRTs, and its own Accreditation Committee

PEAC is frequently asked to identify what evidence is necessary OR in what format to 
provide evidence

Accreditation Committee found it was frequently asking for the same types/format of 
evidence if a program did not demonstrate compliance with a criterion the first time. 
So why not provide this type of request in the Standards themselves
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Includes Letter of Intention

Program Accreditation Handbook

Required forms

Accreditation Standards

Standard 2 considerations

Guide-13 – Generic tops for preparing an SSR

The decision making policy ACC-01C
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Why?

Frequently challenges reported by PRT and by PEAC’s Accreditation Committee 
related to broken links, confusing navigability, unable to find relevant appendices  -
makes the process very challenging, frustrating, and time consuming for the 
reviewers and the committee members.  May not present the program in the best 
light.

Frequent requests from programs re. best way to present evidence.  Those programs 
who have had PRT members/PEAC members volunteer  - have a better understanding 
of the importance of an easily navigable document.  Sometimes programs who don’t 
have that resource within their departments are more challenged to create 
something that works well.  Now PEAC is able to tell those who ask exactly what is 
required.

Process to share SSRs and Progress Reports – SSRs have to be provided to four 
reviewers and 9 Accreditation Committee members electronically, not by USBs

A single PDF with live hyperlinks can be shared via weblink to all who need it in a 
consistent format

Allows for archiving effectively – as per PEAC document retention policy
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Review these changes now – if you wait to look at them later, closer to your 
accreditation review dates, you may find you should have put some processes in 
place sooner (especially Standard 2 and Criterion 4.3).  
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Must include:

• documentation outlining the plan for program evaluation

• a description of how the program evaluation plan measures accomplishment of 
the program’s goals/objectives and the program’s mission

• the plan must include

• goals/benchmarks

• timelines

• accountability (who is responsible for each aspect of the plan)

• evaluation of the non-curricular aspects of the program such as admissions, 
attrition, program space, student services, etc.

• Bring down to SMART goal level for students developing goals for their patients –
similar goals/benchmarks in a broader context.

• What NOT to include:  evidence of implementation of the plan.  This is just the 
plan.
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Must include:

• documentation outlining the plan for program evaluation

• a description of how the program evaluation plan measures accomplishment of 
the program’s goals/objectives and the program’s mission

• the plan must include

• goals/benchmarks

• timelines

• accountability (who is responsible for each aspect of the plan) – What is 
collected, when, by whom?  How is data analysed, when, by whom? Who 
decides about changes required? When?   Who implements change? How 
is the change communicated and monitored? How is the impact of the 
change measured?

• evaluation of the non-curricular aspects of the program such as admissions, 
attrition, program space, student services, etc.

• Program vs curriculum

• Do NOT include evidence of implementation of the plan – that comes in 2.4-2.6
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Collect data purposefully.

What you collect should be directly linked to the benchmarks you are trying to reach/goals you have 
set for the program.

If you have identified a goal/benchmark related to employability (eg 90% of graduates are employed 
as registered physiotherapists within one year of graduation) then you must include a question related 
to employment status on your graduate surveys administered one year after graduation. Otherwise 
how will you know whether you’ve achieved the goal?

If you have identified a goal/benchmark related to accessibility of the program lecture rooms, then 
seek data related to that – in surveys but also consider focus groups or other ways to gather 
information.

If there is NOT a goal/benchmark related to ensuring all students are vaccinated prior to their first 
clinical placement (maybe because that’s never been a problem, or because you addressed that in a 
previous plan and made changes that resolved an earlier problem) then there is no reason to include 
data related to vaccination rates as part of the program plan matrix.  You likely collect this data 
anyway (or the ACCE would be collecting it) but it’s not data that needs to be reported on as part of 
the overall program evaluation plan implementation.

NOTE: it is required that results from the Physiotherapy Competency Exam (PCE) from two most 
recent cohorts for which there are results (at the time of SSR submission) be included as required 
evidence.

What NOT to include here: analysed results of data collection.  What we want to see is examples of 
the surveys, focus group questions, course evals, instructor evals.
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Show analysis of data AS IT RELATES to the relevant goal/benchmark

Identify the target/benchmark, and compare it to the outcome after analysis

Show us the analyzed data (not the raw data) and what the accountable 
person/committee did with it – what need for change was identified

Remember to include PROGRAM examples, not just curriculum

Point out trends over time- changes are not made based on feedback from one 
individual one time in one survey

What NOT to provide 

• details about the implementation of the change itself (2.6).  This criterion is about 
the process used to identify need for change, paired with the desired program 
outcomes/goals/benchmarks.

• Raw data – we want to see aggregated data/trends and rationale for why need for 
change was identified.
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Two parts:

1. Changes are made

2. Impact of the changes are evaluated

Note required evidence: 
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One change per goal

Broadly – don’t provide five examples of changes to courses.  Target five different 
goal areas (faculty development, program space, student attrition, etc.) and describe 
how the program plan described in 2.3 played out from start to finish with these five 
examples.

Note – required evidence.  Says description, but must provide evidence/proof that 
what was described actually happened (eg PART 1: committee meeting minutes, 
approval from administration of a proposed change, PART 2: analysis of data that 
shows the impact of the change  - was the change effective in getting the desired 
program plan outcome/benchmark? Why/Why not? And What next?
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